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Walker: The Challenge and Craft of Mormon Biography

the challenge and craft
of mormon biography
ronald W walker
said unto me son of man can these bones live
and I1
answered 0 lord god thou knowest
ezekiel 373

and he

ezekiel saw a valley full of dry and lifeless forms but with the
promise of becoming no doubt filled with mausoleums and alabaster statuary its name is not given though the prophet probably
glimpsed the valley of mormon biography lytton strachey whose
verve and mood did so much to father modern biography assaulted
victorian life writing with similar metaphors and his lamentation is
not ill fitting here he wrote of those two fat volumes with which it
is our custom to commemorate the dead who does not know them
with their ill digested masses of material their slipshod style their
tone of tedious panegyric their lamentable lack of selection of
detachment or design they are as familiar as the cortege of the
undertaker and wear the same air of slow funereal barbarism I
during the past several months with increasing exasperation and
distemper 1I have asked what possibly could have possessed me to
assume this role like henry higgins 1I am a very gentle man
the sort who never could ever would let an insulting remark
yet here I1 stand gracelessly impugning my mentors
escape his lips
and betters at the outset 1I acknowledge their talent and integrity
but that is not the larger problem biography is a demanding art
form which rarely surrenders itself to excellence and religious
biography only escalates these odds
1

ronald W walker is a senior research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute of church history and
an associate professor of history brigham young university
pans
pam of this paper were read at the april 1981 mormon history association convention in rexburg
Rex burg
redburg
idaho and the august 1981 sunstone theological symposium in salt lake city utah
lytton strachey eminent victorians new york the modern library 1918 p xiii
xiu
xin while mormon
biography is largely ignored as a critical study there are signs of growing interest see james B alien
allen
series 116
world conference on records preserving our heritage serles
writing mormon biographies
august 1980 1 16 and davis bitton mormon biography biography an interdisciplinary quarterly 4
winter 1981 1 16
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my bleakness flows partially from my definition of biography
carlyle used a similar debaters trick when after demanding impossible standards he held a well written life was almost as rare as a well
maurois to declare that the scotsman
spent one prompting andre baurois
thereby revealed himself to be as much an optimist in his criticism
as he was a pessimist in his ethics 2 to be sure biography requires
Mer lins alchemy with deceptive simplicity the oxfordenglish
merlins
berlins
oxford english dictionary defines the term as the history of the lives of individual men
and presumably women as a branch of literature
but these
elements seldom mix few biographies have produced both the science of history and the creative illusions of literature to simulate
accurately a human life fewer mormon works have even tried
on one hand the canons of history are overwhelming hot on
the trail for additional samuel johnson source material james
clifford tells of his delicate maneuvers which won his admittance to
Lon
the cavernous vaults of londons
dons barclay bank where he toiled with
londona
huge and dusty ledgers all for what became a single sentence in his
back breaking research with the
book 3 modern biography requires backbreaking
impossible aim of comprehensiveness and then it is expected to
mealy mouthing or dissimulation at least during an
speak without mealymouthing
initial stage the life writer will assume an adversary relationship with
his materials
the biographer does not trust his witnesses living or
dead one critic has written
he may drip with the milk of human
kindness believe everything that his wife and his friends and his
children tell him enjoy his neighbors and embrace the universe but
in the workshop he must be as ruthless as a board meeting smelling
out embezzlement and as suspicious as a secret agent riding the
simplon
simolon orient express 4
to history s touchstones of thoroughness candor and tough
minded accuracy the biographer adds the grace of art A narrative
flow cannot be created by simpleminded beaverlike piling of facts
the life writer should allow his research to suggest a controlling point
of view passion or insight which must be arrived at independently
of any preconception then as the narrative is written it can be
shaped paced and perhaps rearranged through flashback A subjects inner thoughts might be probed by reverie by use of the subjunctive mood or by psychological montage scene description
andre maurois
maurodis
Mau
ndre
maurols
mols
mois
rois
rols
adre

aspects of ofbiography
biography trans sidney castle roberts new york D appleton century

company 1939 p 204
W harrelson lecproblemsof
jot
johnw
Problem
james L clifford from puzzles to portraits problems
sot
sof
ofaa literary biographer john
pp 62 64
tures chapel hill university of north carolina press 1970 ap
apaul
4paul
biography new york W W norton & co 1965 pp
ap 22 23
aul murray kendall the art of ofbiography
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density of detail idiom and even authentically obtained dialogue
may create the illusion of life but if the modern biographer apes the
novelist and dramatist his purposes are dissimilar paul murray
kendall has pointed out that these older literary arts seek to evoke
reality from illusion but biography hopes to fasten illusion upon
reality to elicit from the coldness of paper the warmth of a life
being lived 5
this twentieth century amalgam of history and literature has produced unprecedented biography both in terms of quality and numbers and has led some critics to declare that the art form now deserves
literary attention as a distinct genre but there have been unhappy
results also the novelist working as biographer used to the freedom of unrestricted imagination has found historical facts to be
irre
irrelevent
vexing and at times irrelevant
levent
when livy said he would have made
pharsalia
pompey win the battle of pharsalian
Phar salia if the turn of the sentence required it strachey held he was not talking utter nonsense but
simply expressing an important truth in a highly paradoxical way
that the first duty of a historian is to be an artist 6 strachey was
speaking autobiographically for he frequently allowed the artist
within him to overwhelm the historian however brilliant his prose
and subsequently the writing of those who have followed him some
fictional izing to the point of inventing scene and dialogue the
even fictionalizing
inevitable result is ersatz biography for when a life writer reaches
beyond his materials he destroys the dramatic veracity unique to his
mode
the value of every story dr johnson lectured on the need
for verisimilitude depends on its being true
if it be false it
is a picture of nothing 7 in biography truthfulness or sticking with
the facts and nothing but the facts is a basic and preeminent law
there is yet another quality of life writing potentially more
mormons and the religious minded
trying even exasperating to cormons
einhard suggested it in his charlemagne
here you have a book
containing the life of that great and glorious man the monk prefaced his volume over eleven centuries ago
there is nothing for you
heavy handed
to wonder at or admire except his deeds 8 instead of heavyhanded
didacticism institutional glorification or religious myth
mythmaking
making
einhard and his modern successors write about human life as it
actually was lived
their subjects are fallible individuals
ibid

p 28

biography new york alfred A knopf
cited in john A garraty the nature of ofbiography
johnson ed george birkbeck hall 4 vols oxford
boswells
swells life of ofjohnson
boswelll
james boswell Bo
2 433
455
435
1934 2433
2455
2453
earry
A J grant ed and trans earty
early
farry
farly lives of charlemagne by eginhard
Egin hard and the monk
york cooper square publishers 1966 p 6

1957

p 122

clarendon press

st gall new
oast
of
ofst
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unfathomable in complexity and contradiction at times torn with
tension pulled periodically heavenward or downward by what faust
described as the two souls working within his breast biography
understands that men grow and atrophy that virtue to have any
meaning must be tested
such human realism requires the life writer to paint as oliver
cromwell demanded of his own portraitist warts and all
this is
not a prescription for voyeurism or debunking as poet stephen
spender reminds warts are not the same as intestines 9 still a
modern audience cannot be satisfied by cardboard one dimensional
personality unless the character is portrayed with some depth the
audience can have no empathy for him
if nothing but the bright
side of characters should be chewn
shewn
to quote again dr johnson
who remains one of biography s most astute critics we should sit
down in despondency and think it utterly impossible to imitate them
in any thing 10
the accurate portrayal of human personality is not easily
achieved pressures constantly weigh upon biography to depart from
this primary role and instead serve as commemoration or homily in
each case the temptation to tamper with evidence or retouch a portrait is almost beyond the power to withstand if an author is working
for hire today outright prevarication is infrequent but by selectivity arrangement and the use of emphasis a more satisfactory or
useful character can be created the resulting biography usually will
correspond to a preconceived view with occasional foibles squeezed
into the text to render apparent balance and truthfulness 1 I would
rather be a dog and bay at the moon american biographer henry
S randall disparagingly said over a century ago
than write in that
sickly silly adulatory mutual admiration society mutual scratchtickie you eyou
billy spirit in which most of
back tickle m ebil & lii
ill tickle
our american biographies have been written n similar results occur
when biography attempts to evangelize fervid passions not only
distort personality but often refocus a book into something which is
no longer biography the religious movement or philosophy replaces
the subject person at center stage and whatever is deleterious to the
higher cause is screened from view

l

how much should a biographer telp
teil saturday review 225 january 1964 p 16
teli
tell
lo boswell Bo
4453
johnson 455
boswells
swells life of ofjohnson
53
boswelll
jefferson family which
biography p 173 randalls experiences with the thejefferson
garrity nature of ofbiography
cited in garraty
prompted the quotation are described in F J and F W klingberg eds the correspondence of
hemry
ofhenry
henry
stephens randall and huga
hugh
ap 15 65
hufh blair grigsby berkeley university of california press 1952 pp

stephen spender

110 11
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this warping of human emotion led english biographer harold

so long as the intellect is
Nt
nicholson to lay down this primary rule
cholson
undisturbed by emotion you have good biography the moment
however that any emotion such as reverence affection ethical
desires religious belief intrudes
that biography is
doomed 12 no doubt the antireligion of sir harolds time prompted him to overstate things it is difficult to imagine any intellect
sanitized completely from emotion whether religious or skeptical in
its variety our present generation understands the need for voice
and perspective and a reverential affectionate and even religious
view if tempered with openness scholarly detachment and a gentle
narrative hand can produce fine biography yet nicholson s verdict
largely stands religionists and religious times do not do well at life
writing the religiously inclined medieval and victorian periods
produced hagiography and commemoration which by vigorously
sand
sandpapering
papering personality created an endless shelf of stylized and
faceless figurines their blandness impeccability and consequent
lack of humanity stand in contrast with the flesh and blood of good
biography
11
II

biography has limitless variety like the men and women it
describes we have sketched but one strain an ideal hybrid that
might be called narrative biography which has history science
literature art and human realism as its three primary qualities
strachey and the twenties had a hand in creating it by introducing
into biography wit and fancy
in 1918 a british warden was disturbed by the uproarious glee of a prisoner it was the pacifist
bertrand russell relishing his first introduction to eminent vicrians
toz
torians
to
dans serious minded historians made the next advance aware of
ians
toi
the supercilious contrived and at times unfair techniques of the
de bunkers yet also cognizant of their literary flourishes
this
twentieth century mixing of literati and historians has produced a
wide spectrum of biography from the historical novel at one extreme to the dry boned catalogue of biographical facts on the other
somewhere in the middle lies narrative biography
over a half dozen mormon biographers have produced works at
various points on the history literature continuum but few if any
samuel taylors portraits of his father and
at the solid center
harold nicholson the development of english biography new york
pany 1928 p 110

Harco urr
harcourt
urt brace and com-

QZ
1qz
1
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grandfather the fictionalized family kingdom john W taylor
19311 and the more history minded the kingdom or nothing the
195
john
bohn taylor militant mormon 1976 exhibit the cares and
of hohn
life ofjohn
techniques of the novelist in contrast academic scholarly books are
Arring tons charles C rich mormon
more numerous leonard arringtons
general and western frontiersman 1974 and from quaker to
juanita brookss
latter day saint bishop edwin D woolley 1976
1976juanita
john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat 1962 donna
joseph smith the first mormon 1977 stanley B Kim
hillsjoseph
balls
kimballs
hills
Kimauei
her C kimball
madei
mhall mormon patriarch andpioneer
and Pioneer 1981 and karl
heber
he oer
larsons erastus snow the life of a missionary and pioneer for the
early mormon church 1971 are examples of solidly sometimes
stolidly undertaken research larsons verbosity is fitting given the
legendary discursiveness of snow s sermonizing
sermon izing nearer the middle
combining narrative talent with able but controversial research are
harold schindler s orrin porter rockwell man of god son of
thunder 1966 and fawn brodie s no man knows my history the
1943
although its focus is on the mormon
of joseph smith 1945
life ofjoseph
periphery frank fox s recent JJ reuben clark the public years
1980 also agreeably combines history and fine writing
using the criteria of science and literature these books represent
some of the best of mormon biography obviously LDS life writing
is a product of the present generation reflects a strong nineteenth
century male church leader bias and is very much tilted toward the
writing by historians it is possible however that samuel taylor may
Stra
chean role both in forcing an increased literary constrachean
yet play a strachman
scious
sciousness
facts and
ness and in setting a precedent for mixing
poetry into a blend which seems neither 13
taylor is not alone much of the best written and researched
mormon biography receives lower marks when judged by the third
touchstone in life writing the question of truth pilate ironically
perasked of its nature and then turned aside without a response
haps he did well to make a joke of it rupert hughes a seasoned
biographical campaigner of the twenties and thirties acknowledged
since if he had stayed for an answer he would be staying yet 14
certainly the first generation of mormon biographers would not have
helped much typified by edward tullidge george Q cannon
matthias cowley and bryant S hinckley they chiseled their heroes
the phrasing

and astute critique are those of robert B flanders review of nightfall at nauvoo
courage A journal ofhistory
an cf action 2 winter 1972 393 96 while a review of one of
of history thought and
Fland erss comment seems equally apropos to taylors biographies for taylors
taylors historical novels flanderss
reply see ibid 3 fall 1972 62 63
rupert hughes pitfalls of the biographer pacific
racine historical review 2 march 1933 2
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gods truth lay in the unfolding of social and religious
demigods
to be demi
causes in which the actors played a larger than human role the very
things which biographically matter most like the victorians exposed
ankle were thought better unseen personality psychology physiology and health sexuality religious striving and human relationships especially among church leaders and family members these
taboos were not evenly applied but clearly the closer an LDS subject
character was to the locus of power the less the likelihood of careful
probing early mormon biography provided a helpful point of departure for further research but its characters were as heavily shrouded
gehis
ofLe
by the mists of darkness as those of
his dream 15
oflehis
lehis
well intentioned obscurantism continues in mormon biography
though today with a softer hand and subtler technique some
authors meet the issue headon
head on
after some reflection personalities hundreds of which have entered my life have been almost
entirely omitted apostle john A widtsoe prefaced his autobiography
if mentioned comments would probably follow that
might hurt the feelings of some 16 equally forthright is richard
poll whose recent volume on howardj
howard J stoddard is one of the best of
howardi
the commemorative books this biography accents the positive
poll unblushingly admits
but the reader will have no difficulty
discovering why howard stoddard was a controversial figure 17
more ominously however reticence is implicitly conveyed by the
selectivity of facts or by the lack of balance truman Mad
maddens
madsens
sens
defender of the faith the B H roberts story
stod 1980 is in many
ways artful and courageous recorded are robertss early struggles
with alcohol it would not only beat him to his knees but to his
elbows and chin
his well intentioned but maladroit attempts at
husbandhood and fatherhood and his unremitting cycles of pugnacity and reconciliation madsen rightly subordinates these tendencies to robertss strengths yet the feeling is inescapable that the
information of several evil bearing footnotes belong in the text

george Q cannon the life of ofjoseph
joseph smith the prophet salt lake city juvenile instructor 1888
history of
salt lake city deseret
his life and labors
matthias F cowley wilford woodruff
hir
ofair
ofhir
news press 1909 bryant S hinckley heberd
heberj grant highlights in the life oda
of
ofaa great leader salt lake
51
bryant S hinckley briant stringham and his people salt lake city
1951
city deseret book co 19
stevens and wallis
and events oches
walks 1949 bryant S hinckley daniefflanmer
daniel hanmer wells andevents
of his time salt lake city
ofhes
and her founders new
andher
deseret news press 1942 edward W tullidge life of Brigham young or utah ancher
york ap
nnp
joseph smith the prophet new york ap
p 1878 edward
n p 1876 edward W tullidge life of ofjoseph
np
W tullidge the women ofmormondom
n p 1877
np
of Mormondom new york ap
bogn
john A widtsoe salt lake city deseret
Widt soe in a sunlit land the autobiography ofjohn
john A widtsoe
of bohn
news press 1952 p vm
vid
tid
lansing michigan
richard D poll howardj stoddard founder michigan national bank east lansmg
lansng
state university press 1980 p vil
vrr
vii
vir
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that some nonchalant and understated sentences should actually be
paragraphs and that likewise a few paragraphs could be transformed
with advantage into chapters the unfortunate result is an undercurrent of defensiveness which prevents a good book from becoming
something of a classic 18
madsen is representative of a general tendency many conscientious LDS biographers are solicitous of the art of telling that is
how they can place important and disturbing facts into the record
without giving offense their byword
anything may be said if
said rightly
sty lists such as john henry evans and
and while a few stylists
leonard arrington have managed to balance truth with fine phrasing the less skillful and less knowledgeable have generally fumbled
the act their caution and sleight of hand produce a simple and harmonious portrait where simplicity and harmony often are out of
place the real brigham young for example will not be found by
neatly counterposting
countcrposing
counterposing
posing his strengths and weaknesses and seeking within
counter
him some kind of common denominator of behavior like that of
many men the edges of youngs personality cannot be smoothed
acknowleged
his complexity and incongruity should be frankly acknowledged
mormon biography lacks the telling anecdote the offhand comment the characteristic trivia that great biographers have seized upon
to reveal their subjects it might be the excited platform style of an
introverted daniel wells struggling to control his flinging arms as
they move perilously close to the scriptures stacked beside him on the
podium or it could be the self confident charles nibley cracking a
salty joke as he lay dying what could be more descriptive of brother
brigham than his motto 1 I ve got the grit in me to do it
and
what better way to summarize the saintly and otherworldly
other worldly life of
god
wilford woodruff than by speaking of his favorite hymn
moves in a mysterious way
this sense of detail and anecdote is not
a part of our tradition partly because of the failure of art but more
largely because of a hesitancy to penetrate the inner man 19
the bland quality of mormon biography its spirit of understatement harmony and circumspection is explained only partly by
the didactic and commemorative tendency of religious literature
biography conforms as closely to its zeitgeist as any other art form
tmmang
tumang
trumanG

the faith
madsen defender odthe
of rhe

the B
theb

H roberts story salt lake city bookcraft 1980

pp
ap 70 254 273 and 275
35 55 heberj
wells
heberj grant to hannah C wells 25 february 1902 letterpress copybook 3555
5555
welk
weih heberd
weik
heberd
grant papers library archives the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as church
18577 journal ofdiscourses
archives young john taylor sermon I1 november 185
of discourses 26 vols london latter
6 18 woodruff heberj
january 1915
H snow 22 22january
day saintsbook
Saints Book depot 1855 1886 618
heberd grant to ed
606 607 church archives
nibley heber J grant to W W wilson
letterpress copybook 50606
50 gog
14 Decem
69 274 church archives
bcr 1931 letterpress copybook 69274
december
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and the spirit of the LDS times has understandably been defensive
the saints have been a persecuted and persecuted minded people
and while possessed with a towering and unsettling sense of destiny
they are only now emerging from their insecure and intellectually
adolescent world consequently they have enjoyed the assurance of
a heroic biography with clean lines strong contrasts and flattering
hues
the mormon concern with genealogy and family history has
increased this impulse mr everyman in this case mr every family
has picked up a pen or sat at the typewriter
this is amateur history
basically chronicle and vignette not interpretation
historian mark
its skeleton is kinship not politics or economics
leone observed
and it is unreservedly uncritical 20 besides fostering inexacting stanmormons
Mor
dards family history by building upon the cormons
mons already strong
sense of family and tradition has promoted a feeling of proprietary
guardianship about the past the result is the cramping of the
already confined atmosphere
despite these inhibiting conditions there are signs of growing
candor perhaps pilate should have paused after all john henry
evanss
Ev enss joseph smith an american prophet 1933 spoke with remarkable detachment for its time but its promise only lately has
balls
alFs
bails
airs spencer W kimball
been realized edward and andrew kimballs
Kimb
kimbalfs
Kimbalis
Kim balls camilla A
1977 and caroline eyring miner and edward kimballs
biography of camilla eyring kimball 1980 cast mormondoms
Mormon doms
first brother and sister into the texture of real life here are struggling personality the depiction of genuine emotion and homely
Kim balls subdural
details which are at times stark during president kimballs
hematoma operation the pressure on his skull was so great that
revealing
fluid spurted out two feet 21 more scholarly but equally revea
lingisis
fox s treatment ofj
ofi
afi reuben clark which probably owes a large debt
any biographer of president clark must write the
to its sponsor
truth about him penned an insistent marion G romney second
counselor in the first presidency in the foreword

to tell more or less than the truth would violate a governing principle in
his life

when I1 first met with those who are writing his biography

I1 ex-

plained that 1I did not want them to produce a mere collection of upliftI1 wanted a biography of
ing experiences about president clark
oark
dark
the man himself as he was written with the same kind of courage
honesty and frankness thatj
oark himself would have shown
dark
thata reuben clark
omark
mark P

Modern
modem mormonism cambridge mass
leone roots of
ofmodern

harvard university press 1979

p 194
2carohne eyring miner and edward
caroline
dakee city deseret book co 1980 p
iak
lak
lake

L

kimball camilla

salt
camilla eyring kimball csit
A biography of
obat
ofcamilla
obit
sait
asit

203
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an

account of his life should tell of the decisions and in decisions sorrows and joys regrets and aspirations reverses and accomplishments
and above all his constant striving 22

these words may be inscribed and immortalized

as the mormon

biographers credo
lii
ill
As LDS biography matures in research technique and realism it

will confront additional challenges the massive bulk of today s
manuscript collections once a life writers fondest reverie has
embarrassment of riches the
become an illusory nightmare an embarassment
joseph smith material is stored in the LDS library archives in six
boxes occupying several feet of shelving
in contrast heber J
grants papers require almost two hundred boxes and one hundred

linear feet while the three times larger david 0 mckay collection
would run the length of a football field 23 in 1924 morris werner was
granted access to the brigham young papers an intermediate sized
collection and like at least one other subsequent brigham young
biographer decided he could do very well without it 24 the question
increasingly looms whether a single biographer can begin to master
the sources before him
but try he must LDS biography is filled with a second or third
tier of books perhaps best uncited that have little to recommend
sale
saleability
ability often chapbook in size slapdash in
them except their salvability
preparation and abetted by tolerant publishing standards these
books have hardly a speaking acquaintance with their subjects within a few pages a recent publication imaginatively placed the heros
mother at his fathers funeral she was home critically ill miscounted
his siblings created his fathers estate largely qut
out
cut of fancy and failed
to report his heros subsequent mental and physical collapse classic
biography has often been achieved by writers who knew their subject
personally and intimately but for most only interminable digging
in the historical trenches will do a labor one biographer eleanor
marion G romney in frank W fox J reuben clark the public years salt lake city and provo
deseret book company and brigham young university press 1980 p xi
231
251
ojohnson of the church archives who undertook an informal survey of some
1 I am indebted to jeffrey 0
johnson
of the principal mormon and mormon related manuscript collections his computations are in linear feet
church archives joseph F smith 50 feet hugh B brown 50 feet henry D moyle 50 feet brigham
young 80 feet heber J grant 100 feet joseph fielding smith 550 feet john A widtsoe
Widt soe 140 feet and
david 0 mckay 320 feet university of utah sherman lloyd 65 feet george albert smith 85 feet and
5 0 feet and
feet
80 feets
80 feet brigham young university reed smoot so
feetjJ reuben clark
clarkjr
jr 2250
frank moss 33580

bennett 500 feet
24heberj
heberd
heberj grant diary 19 may 1924 p 129 typescript church archives

wallace

F
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ruggles estimated to be at least two years before the subject
character becomes alive 25 then actual writing might commence
even as he searches into the behemoth manuscript collections
now at hand the biographer has never been so unsure of himself
non mormon writers no longer ask how much can be told but
the still more perplexing question
how much in fact can be
known
known2626 the problem lies not in establishing a chronicle but in
grasping the intimacy of a life in its totality sensing the interior and
sometimes the hadded
hidded aspects of a career dostoevsky s observation
notey
notes hrom
in notesfrom
still pertains
in the reminiscences of
underground
brom
from undergroundstill
every man there are some things that he does not reveal to anyone except possibly to friends then there are some that he will not even
reveal to friends but only to himself and even so in secret but finally there are some that a man is afraid to reveal even to himself 27
fortunately the life writer is not left emptyhanded
empty handed in his
quest all sorts of keys to human behavior have been handed to the
biographer paul murray kendall observed which it is true he
has sometimes used to open the wrong door or has thrown away or
21 with
has played with like a small boy uttering squeals of delight 28
marxisms vying with Freud
ians and preachers with philosophers the
marxists
freudians
mormons usually
biographer asks which key he should grasp with cormons
grasping none at all brodie s study of joseph smith the primary
exception was explicitly psychoanalytical but her era which vaunted
technical analysis within biography has largely given way it is difficult enough to pronounce a diagnosis with the patient emitting a
stream of consciousness on the couch without being a biographer separated from a subject by time and distance nevertheless the twentieth century speaks of defense mechanisms inferiority complexes
repressions rationalizations and sublimations and these insights
have an important and unfulfilled role in mormon biography james
clifford s advice is probably best
be sensitive to possible psychon t evidence but
relevant
character
logical quirks of ch
aracter
beleva
facter and give all of the releva
make no attempts at technical analysis 29 and a further matter of
advice since a biographer often interprets his subject in his own
image or at least as a reflection of his own concerns the first method
garraty nature of biography pp
ap 24 25 215 examples of classic biography by intimates are
casans lives odthe
the painters Bo swells life of johnson and ernest joness life of
einhard s charlemagne vasans
vasaris
of fhe
sigmund freud
Sh
elston biography london methuen & company 1977 pp
alan chelston
ap 8 9
shelston
27 27fyodor
fyodor dostoevsky notes from underground ed robert G durgy and trans serge shishkoff new
york thomas Y crowell company 1969 ap
pp 37 38
28 28kendall
kendall art of ofbiography
biography p 116
29 29clifford
erom
som
rom
clifford eom
brom
from portraits to puzzles p 131
25 25garraty
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of modern biography

self analysis 30 by seeking to understand his personal motivation in subject thesis and fact selection in
psycho analyzing self the author may avoid distortions in inshort by psychoanalyzing
terpretation
terp retation had she so analyzed herself brodie might have softened her portrait of joseph smith and perhaps those of her other
biographical subjects as well
other weapons in the modern biographers armory could be used
to advantage remembering tolstoy s warning that napoleon did
Bo
borodino
not lose the battle of borodine
rodino simply because of a head cold
mormon biography could make use of an infirmary the medical
history of LDS presidents in fact is largely unexplored a startling
omission since biographers must judge the contributions of these men
during their declining and disease prone years could the elderly
john taylors irascibility and inconsistency be attributed in part to his
final and largely unknown disease too the life writer might seek
personality clues from less apparent sources handwriting analysis no
doubt would reveal much about president grants moods as his penmanship widely varied from a careful spencerian script to a wild
scrawling as during the crisis ridden panic of 1893 and if a biography is ever undertaken of that brilliant scoundrel frank cannon
content analysis of life of joseph smith the prophet officially
authored by his father george Q cannon but in part ghosted by
frank might provide interesting glimpses of the father son relationship as well as the latters
lat ters early religious convictions
batters
IDS biographbut of all the challenges and opportunities facing the LDS
er none is as tormenting as how he should treat his own religious
faith if at all while richly variegated the fabric of most modern
biography is decidedly secular nonjudgmental and more than faintcan a religiously committed biographer write against
ly skeptical
this current exploring what one LDS scholar described as the complexities of the god man partnership 31 or must he stay his hand
concealing as best he can his cultures values and expectations
at stake is the question of faithful biography the phrase is a
contradiction in terms if faithful is taken to mean gilding the lily
miracle mongering tracing grand theological designs ignoring
historical context or supplanting characterization with religious ends
and emotions these practices may have their place but not within
the modest habitation of biography here characters must have their
is

ofwashington press 1978 pp
biography seattle Univ
robero
university
robert gittings the nature of ofbiography
ap 42 43
ersty of washington
31
douglas F tobler sacred and profane writing mormon history in a secular age unpublished
paper delivered at the annual meeting of the mormon history association 1978 logan utah
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feet firmly planted upon the earth even if their faces are turned
heavenward
still religious values have a place there is no reason why an
author should be less a christian because of his vocation after all
patience diligence humility charity indeed godliness are virtues
which admirably serve the biographers craft they can also provide
the life writer with empathy for a religiously inclined subject too
often the reverse is true the secular writer caricatures disclaims or
simply ignores religious striving and mystic experience marvin hill
brodle
brodie and
ofbrodie
has shown this flaw to be present in the seminal work of
lesser biographers some with an ostensible mormon perspective are
as culpable 32 the resulting biographical sin is as deadly as the
bowdlerism of the misguided religionist
richard bushman has noted that virtually everyone who has
shown the human side of the church and its leaders has believed
the enterprise was strictly human
of course this need not be so
bushman suggests that historians are needed who will mourn the
failings of the saints out of honor for god instead of relishing the
earth bound after all 33
warts because they show the church was earthbound
perhaps a clever biographer will manage this highly sophisticated
task though arguing gods cause or even mourning in his behalf is
filled with hagiographic dangers other biographers may take a safer
course they will wish to give the transcendent its proper due and
while providing historical context for such phenomena they will
allow the biographical subject and his peers largely to speak for
themselves judgment of such an event will be left to those with
spiritual eyes to see with readers not authors mourning gods
cause such an unobtrusive and unassuming manner may offend
many gone will be the thunderous undulations of the nineteenth
century stylist who with olympian sureness described the pattern of
freer from
gods hand left to the biographer is a more discrete task greer
conceit and hubris of describing earthly events as a caring mortal fully aware of his own fallibility
even on this limited stage the biographer has scope for his virtuosity
tuo sity for life writing is the stage of everyday life where the
abstract forces of the social scientist philosopher and theologian
come to center in the existence of a human being if a microcosm
biography also celebrates human life it declares with shakespeare
32

32marvin
marvin S
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and upholds the life of any into the
dividual to be of worth and worthy of preservation
man kinds eterreligious minded it may even suggest the pattern of mankinds
nal struggle for these reasons it retains tremendous appeal that is
why every public library has long rows of shelves of biography and
why at least in part the kimball biographies have become an LDS
Schind lers rockwell remains the all time
schindlers
marketing phenomena and schindlery
best seller at the university of utah press
biography is a limited and cumbersome craft its heroes are
recreated imperfectly its truths speak in a more precise yet modest
voice than those of literature but even within this limited realm
mormon biography has fallen short only recently has it begun to
fuse investigation technique and openness the three essentials of
biography and make use of the tools of the social sciences yet
because of the maturing confidence of LDS culture and because of
biography s continuing appeal the visionary hope remains of a more
substantial and artistic achievement

what

a piece of work Is a man
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